
Garmin Mobile PC (Europa, Speech) -multilingual- with GPS 20x sensor
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999.00 EUR
incl. 19% VAT, plus shipping

Support:  Manual [DE] |  Manual [EN] |  Manual [IT] |  Manual [FR] |  Manual [ES] |  GPS Installation [DE] |  GPS

Installation [EN]
 

Add full-featured navigation to your Laptop, car-pc or ultra mobile PC with Garmin Mobile PC. Get maps, millions of POIs, easy-to-use 
navigation software, turn-by-turn directions that speak street names, route planning and more — all from the trusted leader in GPS 
navigation, Garmin. 
 

 
(more details available in PDF info paper) 
 
Navigate with Your Laptop/Car-PC 
Packed with preloaded maps, millions of destinations and full GPS navigation capabilities, Garmin Mobile PC software turns your 
laptop or carpc into a powerful street navigator. Its intuitive interface greets you with two simple options "Where to?" and "View Maps." 
Easily look up addresses and services and get turn-by-turn directions that announce the names of exits and streets to your destination. 
Also receive automatic corrections if you stray off course. With Garmin Mobile PC, you can upload custom points of interest, such as 
safety cameras, and conveniently navigate to Outlook® Contacts. 
 
Plan Ahead 
Garmin Mobile PC includes advanced navigational features to take the worry out of traveling. With route planning you can save routes, 
specify via points and preview simulated turns on your computer. In addition, Garmin Mobile PC automatically sorts multiple 
destinations to provide an efficient route for errands, deliveries or sales calls. A trip computer automatically records trip data and a trip 
log provides an electronic bread crumb trail, so you can see where you've been on the map. Even avoid certain roads or areas. 
 
Get Travel Information 
Check the weather, gas prices, your flight status and hotel information when you travel with your laptop or carpc and Garmin Mobile 
PC. Get the weather forecast for your location or anywhere in the world. View hotel rates, ratings and amenities information from 
hotels.com. Check the status of your flight along with departure and arrival information. Even compare local gas prices when out and 
about. These free, real-time services from Garmin Online™ put essential travel information at your fingertips.
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Maps & Memory: 
Offboard navigation (mapping information resides on Garmin servers): no 
Navigation software: yes 
Street maps, including Points of Interest (POIs): yes 
Waypoints/favorites/locations: 1000 
Routes: 50 
 
Features: 
Voice prompts (e.g. "Turn right in 500 ft."): yes 
Speaks street names (e.g. "Turn right ON ELM STREET in 500 ft.") : yes 
3-D map view: yes 
Auto sort multiple destinations (provides most direct route): yes 
Auto re-route (fast off-route and detour recalculation): yes 
Choice of route setup (faster time, shorter distance, off road): yes 
Route avoidance (avoid highways, tolls etc.): yes 
Hands-free calling with Bluetooth® wireless technology: no 
Garmin Online™ or Dynamic Content services compatible (displays real-time traffic, weather, fuel prices and hotels.com data): yes
(traffic excluded) 
PeerPoints™ (send and receive GPS position): no 
 
Scope of supply: 
■GPS 20x and DVD 
■GPS 20x and 
■DVD with City Navigator® NT street maps and Garmin Mobile PC software 
■Suction cups
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